Jean Richardson Workshop
June 6-7, 2022
Learning to Work & Support the Dog You Have
Fox Rest Farm is looking forward to hosting Jean Richardson, CNWI for
a two day workshop on Monday and Tuesday, June 6-7, 2022 (which is
after the NW2/3 trial she is Certifying Official for in Huntington, IN
June 4-5). Originally, we scheduled Jean for a one day shortened
version of this seminar, but there was so much interest, the working
teams voted to expand it for the complete seminar! Many of us have
been fortunate to work dogs or audit Jean at Nose Work Camps in
Pennsylvania and Georgia. Her observations and recommendations are
very helpful and she presents them with a good amount of fun!
She is the owner of Wells Creek Dog Training in Oregon and has been
involved in dog training in various forms since 1984. She became a
Certified Nose Work Instructor in 2011 and brought the sport to the
central area of Oregon. She went on to become a NASCW Certifying
Official, CO Training Liaison, NACSW’s Trial Approval Coordinator,
and currently is Director of CO Operations and a Senior Staff member.
Jean and her husband currently share their home with two German
Shepherds and a Labrador who are all competing at different levels of
Nose Work.
The topic of this workshop is “Learning to Work and Support the Dog
You Have”. Anyone with new Nose Work partner, more than one Nose
Work dog, or two very different search style dogs will benefit from this
workshop!
We will have 8 working teams and up to 25 auditors. There will be a
waitlist for working spots in the order that requests for a working spot
are received (after working spots fill). It will run from 9:00 - 5:00 with
lunch provided for all participants.
This workshop will be located at:
Fox Rest Farm
10701 S 400 E-92

Roanoke, IN 46783
Additional Information:

• Cost is $375 for a working team. Auditors are $30/day. Payment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

details below.
All participants will sign sign waivers and get a ‘goody’ bag upon
arrival.
The workshop will take place in an unheated/un-airconditioned
indoor horse arena and exterior search areas - please dress
accordingly.
Dogs will be crated in cars when not working.
Please bring a chair if you want to sit :-) (we have some available).
There will be a vegetarian option at lunch but we will not be able to
accommodate all dietary restrictions.
PAYMENT: Payment for a working spot is required upon
confirmation of a working spot. Payment for auditing is required by
May 28, 2022.
CANCELLATION POLICY: Working teams will get a full refund
minus $30 if cancelled prior to May 20, 2022. After May 20, no
refund unless I can fill the spot from the waitlist (then a full refund
minus $30).

